Prieuré de Sion
Ordre de la Rose-Croix Véritas O.D.L.R.C.V.
June 17th, 2021
TO:

Members of the Order,
To be published on the Web site www.prieure-de-sion.com

From: Sénéchal et Grand Dépositaire Mystique et Arcane, 9°
Grand Chancelier et Gardien du Mont Sacré

GRAND CHANCELLOR NETWORK DIRECTIVE N.7
PUBLIC CLARIFICATION
ON THE FORMER MEMBER OF THE PRIEURÉ DE SION AND
FORMER GRAND PATRIARCH OF THE ORDER
GINO SANDRI
This Directive is expressly drawn up for the benefit of all who wish to know the
"incontrovertible" truth about the regular and ritual continuation of the Traditional Initiatic
Transmission Line of the Prieuré de Sion (i.e., Priory of Sion), which has been handed down from
Pierre Plantard up to the present day. To this end we publish this Directive, which it includes
evidences, without any omission, of the current legitimate Grand Mastership conferred on Most
Serene Grand Master, Nautonnier de l'Ordre, Prior, Ormus, Most Serene Sovereign, Jean XXVII,
brother Arzäel, born Mr. Marco Rigamonti, aware as we are, that all those which, knowing and
respecting all those legitimate and initiatically Traditional legal rules, as well as all those not
written, however also linked to the uses and customs that characterize each in their peculiarity
single Initiatic Organization that is entitled to be defined as such, will be able to take knowledge of
how this declaration is unequivocally true and legitimate.
DOCUMENTS
Gino Sandri, on 11 March 2017, regularly, ritually, lawfully and legitimately transmitted the
initiatic powers of Grand Maître of the Order to the current Most Serene Grand Maître Marco
Rigamonti.
The transmission was privately celebrated by Gino Sandri, representative member of the
Initiatic transmission line of the Priory of Sion, towards Marco Rigamonti, at the time Sénéchal of
the Order.
Sandri, recognizing Marco Rigamonti as Grand Master of the Prieuré de Sion, signing by his
hand the document in which he accepted for himself the honorary office of Grand Patriarch, as
clearly it is evident in the attached document, kept by us in original with holographic signature and
non-digital of Gino Sandri himself.
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Moreover, there are undeniable and irrefutable circumstance that Marco Rigamonti was
publicly presented as Grand Master of the Prieuré de Sion in the presence of Sandri himself.
There are numerous evidences documented both in the press of the time, and by
specifications official statements made in the presence of the Mayor of Rennes Les Chateau, in
which it specifies occasion Gino Sandri, as Grand Patriarch and Marco Rigamonti, as Grand
Master, when they formally handed over to the mayor of the city a check for the restoration of one
part of the Church that had been vandalized by unknown persons.
Indeed, in this "institutional" circumstance of time and place and in the presence of public
officials of the town, Gino Sandri confirmed, "expressly", that to Marco Rigamonti was formally
and ritually conferred the role of Grand Master of the Order.
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According to the express provisions of the Statute of the Prieuré de Sion, published for the
first time time in 2015, in which all the rules, norms and precepts are formally collected, the
members or ‘Initiates’ of the Order are required to follow and respect some rules, as well as they do
in any Initiatic association traditional and legitimate, and the following is reported:
"The Grand Master is the highest spiritual authority and the sovereign of the
Order, consequently his final decisions cannot be reversed in any one way.
The office and title of Grand Master is for life and he cannot be removed for no
reason, as he is the Most Serene Sovereign of the Order.
Betrayal of the Grand Master is punished with expulsion directed for dishonor."
It therefore appears clearly clear that, from that moment on, by the same disposition of the
statute, as well as for the "peculiar" tradition of any Initiatic association worthy of such name,
Marco Rigamonti assumed, formally, regularly, ritually, lawfully and legitimately, the position of
Supreme Sovereign of the Order.
However, in 2020 documents countersigned by Gino Sandri appeared on the net, in which
the same would have proceeded with the appointment of local 'Grand Masters' in some countries,
as in the case of Romania, without nevertheless having had any authorization dispensation in this
sense from the Most Serene Gran Master Installed; leaving out the incontrovertible circumstance
according to which the appointment of a National Grand Master, when the Order is unique and
international, is completely and absolutely devoid of any sense.
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Therefore, following and as a consequence of this serious violation of the Statute of the
Order, consciously consumed by Gino Sandri, I proceeded to formally convene, as Sénéchal Grand
Chancellor, responsible for the protection of the Order worldwide, the Court of 13 Rosecroix, which
had to examine and, at the same time, shed light on the events in word, expressing himself
consequently towards the Grand Patriarch.
The GRAND CHANCELLOR NETWORK DIRECTIVE N.4A, GINO SANDRI, CALL BEFORE
THE PRIORAL COURT OF THE COUNCIL OF 13 ROSICROIX was then issued, dated 3
September 2020.
The court therefore proceeded to formally and ritually convene Gino Sandri, by notifying him
of the directive as an annex, so that he could prepare a precise defense note; however, Sandri did
not appear before the Court, despite having been duly and regularly notified.
His presence before the Tribunal, in the presence of the Supreme Council of the Order, it
would have allowed him a complete defense against the accusation of having transgressed and
violated the norms and rules legitimate rights of the Order itself.
Not having appeared, the Court still judged Gino Sandri, albeit in default, for the betrayal
committed against the Supreme Sovereign of the Order and violations of the Statute.
The resolution GRAND CHANCELLOR NETWORK DIRECTIVE N.4C, GINO SANDRI,
CALLING BEFORE THE PRIORAL COURT OF THE COUNCIL OF 13 ROSACROIX, FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS, issued on 20 September 2020, declared him GUILTY, with the
unanimity of the judging members and issued the following judgment:
«Gino Sandri is expelled from the Order with dishonor and all his powers
Initiatic are therefore cancelled.
He can no longer speak or act for the Prieuré of Sion in any way or form.
He has 7 days to come to his senses and recant, and if he does and wishes to
have an appeal he can write directly to the Most Serene Grand Master bringing his
own sincere apologies and evidence that can be used to re-evaluate his position.
At this point this issue could be suspended and reviewed by consequently the
clemency of the Most Serene Grand Master. "
Indeed, although the sentence was duly and regularly served on the defaulting party, not
having this Tribunal, in its composition, received any response within 7 days following the
notification, Gino Sandri was considered EXPELLED WITH DISHONOR from the Order, with
immediate effect, and all your Initiatic powers definitively and irrevocably canceled.
But there is more; months after the adoption of this Directive becomes necessary, in 2021, a
video appeared that saw Gino Sandri in the act of declaring, again and falsely, of still be the
legitimate representative of the Prieuré de Sion, as an illustrious element e self-styled top-down
component.
It is therefore necessary to publish this detailed information, in order to inform
anyone interested that Sandri no longer enjoys any title and / or privilege within the
Order, nor does he retain, even in no little part, Initiatic powers to him initially
conferred, as they have been formally revoked, in definitive manner, by the Prioral
Tribunal in composition of its peers, regularly and ritually composed, in order to
judge his every action knowingly put in place, to the detriment of the Order, its
Statute and the Most Serene Grand Master.
Because of the above, in conclusion, Gino Sandri does not it no longer enjoys
any kind of Initiatic power, or any authorization and / or prerogative to be able to
speak, in any capacity, or in the name and / or on behalf, or still in the interest of the
Unique and legitimate Prieuré de Sion, with Initiatic descent from Pierre Plantard,
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formally transmitted since 2017 to the current only Grand Master of the Order, the
Most Serene Grand Master, Nautonnier de l'Ordre, Prior, Ormus, Most Serene
Sovereign, Jean XXVII, brother Arzäel, born Mr. Marco
Rigamonti.
I swear I have told the whole truth, absolutely and without any omission, in front of God and
the Order.

Brother Davos
.’.⚜🔺 🌹 🔺 ⚜.'.
Sénéchal et Grand Dépositaire Mystique et Arcane, 9°
Grand Chancelier et Gardien du Mont Sacré
Magister Provincialis
Approved by the
Supreme and Mystic Quadrumvirate Sovereign and enlightened of the Priory of Sion
for
Marco Rigamonti, Grand Master, Nautonnier de l'Ordre, Priore, Ormus, Most Serene
Sovereign, Jean XXVII, Brother Azräel
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